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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a continuous
conveying type bag filling and packaging machine that
moves multiple grippers along a racetrack-shaped annu-
lar path at a constant speed and, in the process of move-
ment of grippers, carries out packaging operations, such
as supplying of a bag to the grippers and holding of the
bag at two edges with the grippers, opening of the mouth
of the bag, filling of the bag with material to be packaged,
sealing of the mouth of the bag, and the like.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] U.S. Patent No. 4,509,313 discloses a contin-
uous conveying type bag filling and packaging machine,
and this bag filling and packaging machine includes mul-
tiple groups of grippers disposed at regular intervals and
traveling at a constant speed along a racetrack-shaped
annular path, a bag supplying apparatus disposed along
the annular path, a bag mouth opening apparatus, a filling
apparatus, a sealing apparatus, and the like. In this con-
tinuous conveying type bag filling and packaging ma-
chine, the filling apparatus is provided with a plurality of
elevating hoppers, which are disposed above an arcuate
(semi-circular) portion on one side of the annular path at
regular intervals (regular angular intervals) along a cir-
cular path that is concentric with the arcuate portion, and
these hopper continuously rotate in synchronism with the
grippers. As the grippers travel along the arcuate portion
on one side of the annular path, the bags held by the
grippers are filled with the material to be packaged
through the elevating (rising and lowering) hoppers.
[0003] As the grippers continuously travel (rotate)
along the arcuate portion on one side of the annular path,
the elevating hoppers continuously rotate in synchronism
with the grippers. During this continuous rotation, the el-
evating hopper is lowered from a position directly above
a bag held by the grippers (a standby position) to a filling
position, and a lower end opening of the hopper is insert-
ed into the mouth of the bag, and then the material to be
packaged is deposited into the elevating hopper, falling
into the bag through the lower end opening; after this,
the hopper is raised, the lower end opening is retracted
out of the mouth of the bag, and then the elevating hopper
returns to the standby position.
[0004] A similar continuous conveying type bag filling
and packaging machine is disclosed in Japanese Patent
Application Laid-Open (Kokai) No. 2009-161230. In this
continuous conveying type bag filling and packaging ma-
chine, a continuously rotating guide member, which is
raised and lowered in conjunction with the elevating hop-
pers and continuously rotates, is provided at a position
below each elevating hopper. The guide member has a

pair of opposed frames that are opened and closed by
an air cylinder or other drive means. When the frames
are closed, the lower portion of the guide member be-
comes narrower, and the lower end can be inserted into
the mouth of a bag; while, on the other hand, when the
frames are opened, the lower end of the guide member
is released (opened), and the material to be packaged
falls downwardly and fills up the bag.
[0005] In the continuous conveying type bag filling and
packaging machines described above, a predetermined
amount of material to be packaged is supplied to the el-
evating hoppers for each rotation; and in the synchro-
nized zone (which is a zone wherein the grippers and
elevating hoppers rotate in synchronism), the bags held
by the grippers are filled with the material to be packaged
through the elevating hoppers (or through elevating hop-
pers and guide members). In certain cases, however, the
weight of the material to be packaged that is supplied to
an elevating hopper may be either insufficient or exces-
sive.
[0006] If the weight of the material to be packaged that
is supplied to an elevating hopper is insufficient, the re-
sultant non-compliant bag (which has insufficient filling
weight) is removed from the production line during the
subsequent steps. However, if the weight of the material
to be packaged is excessive, this would cause that the
material to be packaged deposited in the bag gets into
the seal portion of the bag mouth, spills from the bag
mouth, and so on. As a result, later, this may adversely
affect subsequent production by operational faults in the
sealing apparatus, contamination of the bag filling and
packaging machine and the production line during the
subsequent steps, and so on.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The present invention is devised by considering
the above-described problems of conventional continu-
ous conveying type bag filling and packaging machines,
and it is an object of the present invention to proactively
prevent problems associated with operational faults in a
sealing apparatus or contamination of bag filling and
packaging machine and production line during the sub-
sequent steps by way of preventing the material to be
packaged from being filled into the bag even when an
excessive weight of the material to be packaged is sup-
plied from the filling apparatus.
[0008] The above object is accomplished by a unique
structure of the present invention for a continuous con-
veying type bag filling and packaging machine and by an
improvement in a continuous conveying type bag filling
and packaging machine, wherein the continuous convey-
ing type bag filling and packaging machine includes:

multiple groups of grippers that are provided at reg-
ular intervals and travel at a constant speed along a
racetrack-shaped annular path, and
further, among others, a bag supplying apparatus, a
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bag mouth opening apparatus, a filling apparatus,
and a sealing apparatus, which are provided along
the annular path, wherein
the filling apparatus is comprised of a plurality of el-
evating hoppers that are provided, above an arcuate
portion on one side of the annular path, at regular
intervals along a first circular path concentric with
the arcuate portion and that continuously rotate in
synchronism with the grippers, and
during travel of the grippers, packaging operations
including, among others,
supplying of a bag to the grippers using the bag sup-
plying apparatus and gripping of two edges of the
bag with the grippers,
opening of a mouth of the bag using the bag mouth
opening apparatus, filling of the bag with material to
be packaged through the elevating hopper using the
filling apparatus, and
sealing of the mouth of the bag using the sealing
apparatus are executed; and
in this continuous conveying type bag filling and
packaging machine:
the filling apparatus has:

a measuring hopper which is provided above
each one of the elevating hoppers, rotates con-
tinuously along a second circular path concen-
tric with the first circular path in conjunction with
the elevating hopper and in synchronism with
the grippers, and has a shutter in a lower portion
thereof,
a weight detector which is provided so as to cor-
respond to the measuring hopper, rotates con-
tinuously in conjunction therewith, and detects
a weight of the material to be packaged inside
the measuring hopper immediately after the ma-
terial to be packaged is supplied thereto, and
a shutter actuation mechanism which is provid-
ed so as to correspond to the measuring hopper,
rotates continuously in conjunction therewith,
and opens and closes the shutter of the meas-
uring hopper; and

a controller is provided which

makes determination, based on detection sig-
nals from the weight detector, whether the
weight of the material to be packaged that is
supplied to the measuring hopper is equal to or
less than an upper limit value of an allowable
range or exceeds the upper limit value, and
controls operation of the shutter actuation mech-
anism associated with the measuring hopper
subject to determination in accordance with a
result of the determination.

[0009] In the above-described continuous conveying
type bag filling and packaging machine,when determina-

tion is made that the weight of the material to be packaged
that is supplied to a measuring hopper is equal to or less
than the upper limit value, then the controller, while the
measuring hopper subject to determination is traveling
through a synchronized zone of the second circular path,
actuate the shutter actuation mechanism associated with
a measuring hopper subject to determination at prede-
termined timing so as to open the shutter, and
when determination is made that the weight of the ma-
terial to be packaged that is supplied to a measuring hop-
per exceeds the upper limit value, the controller, while
the measuring hopper subject to determination is
traveling through the synchronized zone of the second
circular path, do not actuate the shutter actuation mech-
anism associated with the measuring hopper subject to
determination so as to maintain the shutter closed.
[0010] It should be noted that, the term "synchronized
zone" refers to a zone in which the elevating (rising and
lowering) hoppers (as well as the measuring hoppers)
rotate in synchronism with the grippers along the first and
second circular paths.
[0011] It is preferable that the above-described contin-
uous conveying type bag filling and packaging machine
be provide with a packaged material recovery member,
which is provided directly below the elevating hoppers in
the synchronized zone of the first circular path and re-
ceives material to be packaged that is released from the
elevating hoppers.
[0012] In the above-described structure, it is preferable
that the controller make control in the following manner:

(1) when it is determined that the weight of the ma-
terial to be packaged that is supplied to a measuring
hopper is equal to or less than the upper limit value,
the controller, while the measuring hopper subject
to determination is traveling through the synchro-
nized zone of the second circular path, actuates the
shutter actuation mechanism associated with the
measuring hopper subject to determination at pre-
determined timing so as to open the shutter; and

(2) when it is determined that the weight of the ma-
terial to be packaged that is supplied to the measur-
ing hopper exceeds the upper limit value, the con-
troller:

does not actuate, while the measuring hopper
subject to determination is traveling through the
synchronized zone of the second circular path,
the shutter actuation mechanism associated
with the measuring hopper subject to determi-
nation so as to maintain the shutter closed;
stops the supply of a bag to the grippers that
rotate in synchronism with the measuring hop-
per which is subject to determination and rotat-
ingly travels through the synchronized zone of
the second circular path the next time,
stops the supply of the next portion of the ma-
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terial to be packaged to the measuring hopper
subject to determination, and
actuates, when the measuring hopper subject
to determination reaches the synchronized zone
of the second circular path the next time, the
shutter actuation mechanism associated with
the measuring hopper subject to determination
at predetermined timing so as to open the shut-
ter.

[0013] In the above-described continuous conveying
type bag filling and packaging machine, the controller
can be set up so that it not only determines, by using
detection signals from weight detectors, whether the
weight of the material to be packaged that is supplied to
a measuring hopper is equal to or less than the upper
limit value or exceeds the upper limit value of the allow-
able range, but it also determine whether it is less than
the lower limit value of the allowable range. In such a
case, ultimately, three determines are made re:

(a) whether the weight of the material to be packaged
that is supplied to a measuring hopper is within the
allowable range,
(b) whether the weight of the material to be packaged
that is supplied to a measuring hopper exceeds the
upper limit value of the allowable range, or
(c) whether the weight of the material to be packaged
that is supplied to a measuring hopper is less than
the lower limit value of the allowable range.

[0014] If it is determined that the weight is less than
the lower limit value of the allowable range, the controller
can exercise the same kind of control as that which is
done when it is determined that the weight of the material
to be packaged that is supplied to the measuring hopper
is equal to or less than the upper limit value of the allow-
able range, or the same kind of control as that which is
done when it is determined that the weight exceeds the
upper limit value.
[0015] The continuous conveying type bag filling and
packaging machine according to the present invention is
configured such that measuring hoppers provided with
shutters are provided above the elevating hoppers; and
when the measured amount (weight) of the material to
be packaged that is supplied to a measuring hopper ex-
ceeds a preset reference value, the shutter is maintained
in a closed state and the filling of the bag with the material
to be packaged through the elevating hopper is stopped.
For this reason, even if an excessive amount of the ma-
terial to be packaged is supplied to a measuring hopper,
it will not be filled into the bag, and problems associated
with operational faults in the sealing apparatus or con-
tamination of the bag filling and packaging machine and
the production line during the subsequent steps are all
able to be proactively prevented.
[0016] In addition, the bag filling and packaging ma-
chine of the present invention can be set up such that

when the measured amount (weight) of the material to
be packaged that is supplied to a measuring hopper ex-
ceeds a preset reference value, the shutter is opened by
actuating the shutter actuation mechanism associated
with such a measuring hopper when the measuring hop-
per subject to determination travels through the filling
zone of the second circular path the next time so that the
material to be packaged falls through the elevating hop-
per into the packaged material recovery member. In this
configuration, then the elevating hopper and measuring
hopper subject to determination can immediately return
to make regular (predetermined) packaging operations,
making a highly efficient packaging process possible.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF 
THE DRAWINGS

[0017]

FIG. 1 is an perspective top view of continuous con-
veying type bag filling and packaging machine ac-
cording to the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a left-side sectional view thereof;
FIG. 3 is an enlarged side view of a measuring hop-
per (with a shutter closed) and an elevating hopper;
FIG. 4 is an enlarged side view of a measuring hop-
per (with a shutter opened) and an elevating hopper;
and
FIG. 5 is a flowchart of control steps executed by
detection signals received from a weight detector.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0018] A continuous conveying type bag filling and
packaging machine according to the present invention
will be described below with reference to FIGs. 1-5.
[0019] As shown in FIGs. 1 and 2, this continuous con-
veying type bag filling and packaging machine is provided
with an endless chain 1, which travels along a racetrack-
shaped annular path, and multiple groups of grippers 2,
which are provided at regular intervals in the length di-
rection of the endless chain 1 and similarly travel along
the racetrack-shaped annular path in conjunction with
the endless chain 1. In addition, a bag supplying appa-
ratus 3, a printer 4, a printed character inspection appa-
ratus 5, a bag mouth opening apparatus (only a suction
cup 6 is shown), a filling apparatus 7, a sealing apparatus
8, an empty bag release apparatus (not shown), a product
bag discharging apparatus (not shown), and the like are
also provided along the annular path of the grippers 2.
[0020] As the grippers 2 rotatingly travel along the an-
nular path, the filling and packaging machine performs
operations such as supplying of a bag 9 to the grippers
2 using the bag supplying apparatus 3 and holding of
both edges of the bag with the grippers 2, printing of a
date and time of manufacture on the surface of the bag
using the printer 4, inspection of the printed characters
using the printed character inspection apparatus 5, open-
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ing of the mouth of the bag using the bag mouth opening
apparatus, filling of the bag 9 with the material to be pack-
aged using the filling apparatus 7, sealing (including cool-
ing) of the mouth of the bag using the sealing apparatus
8, and discharging of a product bag 9A using the product
bag discharging apparatus.
[0021] In the same manner as disclosed in Japanese
Patent Application Laid-Open (Kokai) No. 2009-161230,
the endless chain 1 and the grippers 2, as well as the
mechanism that moves the endless chain 1 are the same
as the those described in Japanese Patent Application
Laid-Open (Kokai) No. 2002-302227.
[0022] The endless chain 1 is made up of multiple links
11 joined together in an endless loop fashion by coupling
shafts, not shown. A group of grippers 2 is provided on
the outside of each link 11, and an inner guide roller 12
is provided on the inside of each link 11 so as to be ro-
tatable in a vertical plane. An upper guide roller 13 and
a lower guide roller 14 are provided at the upper and
lower ends of each coupling shaft so as to be rotatable
in the horizontal plane.
[0023] The grippers 2 have grasping portions 2a, 2a
at distal ends of a pair of arms. The grippers 2 hold the
bag in a suspended state at its upper two edges with the
grasping portions 2a, 2a and continuously travel along a
racetrack-shaped annular path. The grasping portions
2a, 2a, urged by a spring, not shown, are normally closed;
and they are opened when an open-close lever 15 is
moved inward (or when a gating roller 16 at the distal
end is pushed inward). In addition, while the grippers 2
travel along the annular path, cam rollers 17 follow spac-
ing adjustment cams (a spacing adjustment cam 27
shown in FIG. 2 is one of the spacing adjustment cams),
and the above-described arms are opened and closed
(which means the spacing between the grasping portions
2a, 2a changes) in a horizontal plane at predetermined
timing.
[0024] As shown in FIG. 2, a stand 19 is set upright on
the top surface of a mounting block 18, and a hollow shaft
21 is rotatably supported on the stand 19. The hollow
shaft 21 is coupled at its lower portion to a drive source,
not shown, and is rotated at a constant speed. A drive
table 22 is fixedly secured to the hollow shaft 21, and a
sprocket 23 is fixedly secured around its periphery. The
sprocket 23 has upper and lower gears 24, 25 and an
intermediate supporting groove 26. The upper and lower
guide rollers 13, 14 of the chain 1 respectively fit within
grooves (not shown) formed at regular intervals around
the gears 24, 25, and the inner guide roller 12 of each
link 11 fits within the supporting groove 26 of the sprocket
23. In addition, the spacing adjustment cams 27 are fix-
edly provided under the drive table 22, and each cam
roller 17 abuts against the outer periphery of the spacing
adjustment cam 27.
[0025] When the hollow shaft 21 turns and the sprocket
23 rotates (clockwise in FIG. 1 when viewed from above),
the endless chain 1, which is stretched between the
sprocket 23 and the guide portion of a fixed guide mem-

ber 28 having a guide portion that is semi-circular when
viewed from above, continuously rotates in the horizontal
plane along a racetrack-shaped annular path made up
of arcuate portions at both ends and linear portions be-
tween two arcuate portions. The guide portion of the fixed
guide member 28 and the linear sections between two
arcuate portions have guide rails (not shown), and the
inner guide roller 12 and the upper and lower guide rollers
13, 14 of the endless chain 1 run along these guide rails.
In addition, a plurality of spacing adjustment cams
(which, in the same manner as the spacing adjustment
cam 27, act to open and close the arms of the grippers
2 in the horizontal plane) are provided along the linear
portions on both sides, the cam rollers 17 abut these
spacing adjustment cams.
[0026] In the same manner as in Japanese Patent Ap-
plication Laid-Open (Kokai) No. 2009-161230, the bag
supplying apparatus 3 is the same as that of the empty
bag supplying apparatus described in Japanese Patent
Application Laid-Open (Kokai) No. 2002-308223. Com-
bined with a conveyor magazine type bag supplying ap-
paratus 3a, the bag supplying apparatus 3 supplies four
(4) bags simultaneously to four (4) groups of grippers 2,
with one bag per group.
[0027] The printer 4 and printed character inspection
apparatus 5 are well-known devices, and, in the same
manner as in Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open
(Kokai) No. 2009-161230, the bag mouth opening appa-
ratus of the conveying type bag filling and packaging ma-
chine of the present invention is the same as the bag
mouth opening apparatus described in Japanese Patent
Application Laid-Open (Kokai) No. 2002-255119.
[0028] The sealing apparatus 8 is made up of two first
sealing apparatuses 8a, 8a, each of which effects heat
sealing by clamping the mouth of a filled bag 9 with seal-
ing bars (only a pair of sealing bars of one of the two first
sealing apparatuses are shown), two second sealing ap-
paratuses 8b, 8b (only a pair of sealing bars of the two
second sealing apparatuses are shown), and two seal
cooling apparatuses 8c, 8c, which cools the seal by
clamping it with cooling bars (only a pair of sealing bars
of the two cooling apparatuses are shown). All of these
are similar to the sealing apparatus described in Japa-
nese Patent Application Laid-Open (Kokai) No.
2001-72004, which operates by way of following the grip-
pers 2 at the same speed through a predetermined dis-
tance, during which time the sealing bars or cooling bars
clamp the mouth of the bag 9 and release it, and there-
after returning to its original position. In the shown exam-
ple, two bags are simultaneously heat sealed by the first
sealing apparatuses 8a, 8a, and then simultaneously
heat sealed (a second time) by the second sealing ap-
paratuses 8b, 8b, and further simultaneously cooled by
the seal cooling apparatuses 8c, 8c.
[0029] The product bag discharging apparatus de-
scribed above is, in the same manner as in Japanese
Patent Application Laid-Open (Kokai) No. 2009-161230,
the same as the open-close apparatus described in Jap-
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anese Patent Application Laid-Open (Kokai) No.
2002-302227 (which is made up of a gating member, a
driving mechanism therefor, etc.), and it uses the push
portion of the gating member to inwardly push the gating
roller 16 of the grippers 2 arriving at a predetermined
position and opens the grasping portions 2a, 2a; and as
a result of which, the product bag is dropped onto a chute
(not shown) and carried out on a carry-out conveyor (not
shown). Such an open-close apparatus is also provided
at the location of the bag supplying apparatus 3 and
opens the grasping portions 2a, 2a when supplying the
bags 9 to the grippers 2 (the open-close apparatus being
a type simultaneously serving four (4) groups of grippers
2).
[0030] The empty bag release apparatus (not shown)
is the same as the non-compliant bag discharging appa-
ratus described in Japanese Patent Application Laid-
Open (Kokai) No. 2009-161230 and is provided slightly
upstream of the product bag discharging apparatus. Op-
erationally, the empty bag release apparatus is the same
as the above-described product bag discharging appa-
ratus, and it opens the grasping portions 2a, 2a of the
grippers 2 by inwardly pushing the gating roller 16 of the
grippers 2, thus allowing the empty bag 9 to drop.
[0031] As shown in FIG. 2, an operation table 29 is
fixedly secured to the hollow shaft 21 at a position above
the drive table 22, and a plurality (16 in this example) of
elevating shafts 31 are supported by the respective sup-
porting members 32, 33 so that the tables 22, 29 can
make vertical movement. A cam roller 34 is installed at
the lower end of each elevating shaft 31. When the ele-
vating shaft 31 rotates following the rotation of the hollow
shaft 21 and tables 22, 29, this cam roller 34 rolls upon
an annular cam 35 fixedly secured to the outer periphery
of the stand 19, such that the elevating shaft 31 is raised
and lowered at predetermined timing. When viewed from
above, a plurality of elevating shafts 31 are provided on
the drive table 22 at regular angular intervals in a circular
shape centered on the center of rotation of the drive table
22.
[0032] An elevating member 36 is fixedly secured to
each elevating shaft 31, and elevating (rising and lower-
ing) hoppers 37 are fixedly secured to the outer end of
the elevating member 36. Guide shafts 38 are vertically
secured to the bottom surface of the drive table 29 in
association with the elevating shafts 31, and sliding mem-
bers 39, which are fixedly secured to the inner ends of
the elevating members 36, slidably fit around the guide
shafts 38, thus preventing rotation of the elevating shafts
31 and elevating members 36. When viewed from above,
the plural guide shafts 38 are disposed at regular angular
intervals in a circular shape centered on the center of
rotation of the drive table 29, with their lower ends inter-
connected by circular linking members 41.
[0033] A measuring hopper 42 associated with each
of the elevating hoppers 37 is provided at a position di-
rectly above the elevating hopper 37, and a measuring
box 43 is provided in the peripheral portion of the oper-

ation table 29 so as to correspond to each of the meas-
uring hoppers 42. A shutter 44 is provided in the lower
portion of each of the measuring hoppers 42 so as to be
rotatable about a pivot shaft 45 and to open and close
the lower end opening of the measuring hopper 42.
[0034] A weight detector (e. g., a load cell type detec-
tor) 46, which measures the weight of material to be pack-
aged that is supplied to the measuring hopper 42, is pro-
vided inside the measuring box 43, and each measuring
hopper 42 is coupled to and supported by the weight
detector 46. In addition, a shutter actuation mechanism
47, which opens and closes the shutter 44, is provided
in the measuring box 43. The shutter actuation mecha-
nism 47 is made up of an air cylinder (not shown) which
is provided inside the measuring box 43, a drive shaft
48, which rotates under the action of the air cylinder, a
rocking lever 49, which is fixedly secured to the drive
shaft 48, and a coupling rod 51. Both ends of the coupling
rod 51 are pin-connected to the rocking lever 49 and the
shutter 44. When the air cylinder is actuated, the drive
shaft 48 rotates through a predetermined angular range,
the coupling rod 51 is advanced and retracted, and the
shutter 44 is opened and closed. The reference number
52 is a bracket that is fixedly secured to the measuring
hopper 42, and the measuring hopper 42 is coupled to
and supported by the weight detector 46 by this bracket
52.
[0035] As seen from the right-hand portion of FIG. 2
and from FIG. 3, when the material 53 to be packaged
is supplied to the measuring hopper 42 by a material
supplying means (part of the filling apparatus), not
shown, the elevating hopper 37 is raised and the shutter
44 of the measuring hopper 42 remains in a closed state.
At such time, the measuring hopper 42 enters the upper
portion of the elevating hopper 37, and the lower end of
the elevating hopper 37 is positioned above a bag 9. In
addition, as shown in the left-hand portion of FIG. 2 and
from FIG. 4, when the shutter 44 opens and the material
53 to be packaged held in the measuring hopper 42 is
deposited into the elevating hopper 37, the elevating hop-
per 37 is lowered. At such time, the measuring hopper
42 is retracted from the elevating hopper 37, and the
lower end portion of the elevating hopper 37 is inserted
into the bag 9.
[0036] When the measuring hopper 42 enters the top
portion of the elevating hopper 37, the coupling rod 51
and the bracket 52 on the measuring hopper 42 side enter
a cutout 37a formed in the top portion of the sidewall of
the elevating hopper 37, thus preventing interference
among the constituent elements.
[0037] When the hollow shaft 21 rotates, the tables 22,
29 rotate, and the endless chain 1, along with the grippers
2, rotatingly travels along the racetrack-shaped annular
path; and in addition, the elevating hoppers 37 and meas-
uring hoppers 42 rotatingly travel along the circular paths
(the two circular paths thereof practically overlap when
viewed from above; and the circular path of the elevating
hoppers 37 is called "first circular path" and the circular
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path of the measuring hoppers 42 is called "second cir-
cular path"). The first and second circular paths are di-
vided into two arcuate zones: a first arcuate zone, where
the elevating hoppers 37 and measuring hoppers 42 ro-
tatingly travel along an arcuate (semi-circular) portion of
the annular path of the grippers 2, and a second arcuate
zone where the elevating hoppers 37 and measuring
hoppers 42 rotatingly travel away from the arcuate por-
tion of the annular path of the grippers 2. In the former,
first arcuate zone, the elevating hoppers 37 and meas-
uring hoppers 42 rotatingly travel above the grippers 2
in synchronism with the grippers 2, and the elevating hop-
pers 37 are raised and lowered. In the first and second
circular paths, the first arcuate zone where the elevating
hoppers 37 and measuring hoppers 42 rotatingly travel
along the arcuate portion of the annular path of the grip-
pers 2 is called "synchronized zone" (a zone indicated
by the letter "A" in FIG. 1), and the second arcuate zone
where they rotatingly travel away from the arcuate portion
of the annular path of the grippers 2 is called non-syn-
chronized zone (a zone indicated by the letter "B" in FIG
1). An arcuate packaged material recovery member 54)
is provided along the entire length of this synchronized
zone, and it receives material to be packaged dropped
from the elevating hoppers 37 (see below for details on
how the material to be packaged is dropped).
[0038] A step-by-step description of the basic opera-
tion of the rotatingly traveling elevating hoppers 37 and
measuring hoppers 42 is provided below. All of these
operations are controlled by the controller 55.

(a) Measuring the material to be packaged

[0039] Before the elevating hoppers 37 and measuring
hoppers 42, which rotatingly travel along the first and
second circular paths, reach the synchronized zone A, a
step of supplying the material 53 to be packaged (e. g.,
granular material) in the non-synchronized zone B is fin-
ished, and then a step of measuring is performed in which
the weight detector 46 measures (measures the weight
of) the material 53 to be packaged that is held in the
measuring hopper 42. The shutter 44 of the measuring
hopper 42 is closed during the supplying step and meas-
uring step.

(b) Filling a bag with the material to be packaged

[0040] When the elevating hopper 37 and measuring
hopper 42 reach the synchronized zone A, the elevating
hopper 37 and measuring hopper 42 rotate above the
corresponding grippers 2 (and the bag 9 held by the grip-
pers 2) in synchronism with the grippers 2 (and the bag
9 held by the grippers 2), and the elevating hopper 37 is
immediately lowered so that the lower end portion thereof
is inserted into the bag 9. Thereafter, the shutter actuation
mechanism 47 operates at predetermined timing to open
the shutter 44 of the measuring hopper 42, thereby initi-
ating a filling step. The material 53 to be packaged held

in the measuring hopper 42 falls in the filling step into the
elevating hopper 37 and fills up the bag 9 (see the left-
hand portion of FIG. 2). This filling step completes before
the elevating hopper 37 and measuring hopper 42 reach
the non-synchronized zone B.

(c) Supplying the material to be packaged

[0041] Before the filling step is completed, the shutter
actuation mechanism 47 operates in reverse, and the
shutter 44 is closed, and then the material supplying
means of the filling apparatus 7 starts supplying of the
material 53 to be packaged to the measuring hopper 42.
Even after the shutter 44 has been closed, part of the
filling step (the filling of the bag 9 with the material 53 to
be packaged rom the elevating hopper 37) still continues.
This supplying step is completed before the start of the
measuring step.
[0042] In addition to controlling the basic operations
(a)-(c) above, the controller 55 performs the following
control based on the detection signals received from the
weight detectors 46.

(1) If, based on the detection signal, it is determined
that the weight of the material 53 to be packaged
that is supplied to the measuring hopper 42 is within
the allowable range, then the basic control described
in (a)-(c) above is applied to the measuring hopper
subject to determination and to members related
thereto.
(2) If, based on the detection signal, it is determined
that the weight of the material 53 to be packaged
that is supplied to the measuring hopper 42 is less
than the lower limit value of the allowable range,
then, in the same manner as in (1) above, the basic
control described in (a)-(c) above is applied to the
measuring hopper subject to determination and to
members related thereto. Since in this case the prod-
uct bag 9A (the filled bag) is a non-compliant bag
having therein insufficient contents, it is removed
during the subsequent steps.
(3) If, with the items (1) and (2) above being com-
bined, it is determined that the weight of the material
53 to be packaged that is supplied to the measuring
hopper 42 is equal to or less than the upper limit
value of the allowable range, such a basic set-up
control as described in paragraphs (a)-(b) above can
be applied to the measuring hopper that is subject
to determination and to members related thereto.
(4) If it is determined that, based on the detection
signal, the weight of the material 53 to be packaged
that is supplied to the measuring hopper 42 exceeds
the upper limit value of the allowable range, then the
shutter 44 of the measuring hopper 42 subject to
determination is kept closed during the filling step
described in (b) above, thereby preventing the ma-
terial 53 to be packaged from being released. How-
ever, the efficiency of packaging by the bag filling
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and packaging machine decreases if the material 53
to be packaged is indefinitely kept in the closed
measuring hopper 42; accordingly, when the meas-
uring hopper 42 makes a single revolution and trav-
els through the synchronized zone A once again or
the next time, the shutter 44 is opened so that the
material 53 to be packaged is released through the
elevating hopper 37 into the packaged material re-
covery member 54, where it is recovered, and the
filling and packaging machine subsequently goes
back to the basic control operations described in
(a)-(c) above. In this case, it is preferable that the
material supplying means of the filling apparatus 7
and the bag supplying apparatus 3 be controlled
such that the supply of the next portion of the material
to be packaged to the measuring hopper 42 that is
subject to determination is stopped, and the supply
of bags 9 to the grippers 2, which are supposed to
rotate in synchronism when the measuring hopper
subject to determination 42 rotatingly travels through
the synchronized zone A of the second circular path
the next time, is also stopped.

[0043] Next, the specific control steps executed by the
controller 55, in particular, the control operations (3) and
(4) above, will be described with reference to the flow-
chart of FIG. 5.

Step S1

[0044] The supply of the material 53 to be packaged
to the measuring hopper 42 by the material supplying
means, not shown, of the filling apparatus 7 is initiated
when the measuring hopper 42, which rotatingly travels
along the second circular path, reaches the supplying
step initial position (the location indicated by arrow I in
FIG. 1) in the synchronized zone A.

Step S2

[0045] When the measuring hopper 42, which rotating-
ly travels along the second circular path, reaches the
measuring step initial position (the location indicated by
arrow II in FIG. 1) in the non-synchronized zone B, a
command to measure the material 53 to be packaged is
issued to the weight detector 46, and the measuring step
is initiated, so that a detection signal is immediately trans-
mitted from the weight detector 46 to the controller 55.
The measuring step initial position II is also the final po-
sition of the supplying step.

Step S3

[0046] The detection signal received from the weight
detector 46 is used to compare the weight (measured
amount) of the material 53 to be packaged that is supplied
to the measuring hopper 42 and the upper limit value
(threshold) of the allowable range that is preset in the

controller 55 in order to determine whether the measured
amount exceeds the upper limit value or is equal to or
less than the upper limit value.

Step S4

[0047] If it is determined that the measured amount is
equal to or less than the upper limit value, the shutter 44
of the measuring hopper 42 is opened when the meas-
uring hopper subject to determination 42 reaches the fill-
ing step initial position (the location indicated by arrow
III in FIG. 1) in the synchronized zone A as it rotatingly
travels along the second circular path.

Step S5

[0048] When the measuring hopper 42 subject to de-
termination reaches the supplying step initial position I
as it rotatingly travels along the second circular path, the
shutter 44 is closed. Even after the shutter 44 is closed,
the material 53 to be packaged held in the elevating hop-
per 37 continues to be filled into the bag 9.

Step S6

[0049] If it is determined that the measured amount
exceeds the upper limit value, when the measuring hop-
per 42 subject to determination reaches the filling step
initial position III as it rotatingly travels along the second
circular path, a command to suspend filling is issued to
the shutter actuation mechanism 47, and the shutter 44
of the measuring hopper 42 subject to determination is
maintained in a closed state. At the same time, a com-
mand to suspend bag supply is issued to the bag sup-
plying apparatus 3, and the supply of bags 9 to the grip-
pers 2 supposed to rotate in synchronism when the meas-
uring hopper 42 subject to determination rotatingly
traveling through the synchronized zone A of the second
circular path the next time (indicated by arrow 2A in FIG.
1) is stopped. Furthermore, a command to suspend bag
mouth opening, a command to suspend the printing of
characters on the bags held by the grippers 2 (which they
are actually not holding bags), and a command to sus-
pend printed character inspection are issued to the bag
mouth opening apparatus (only a suction cup 6 is shown),
printer 4, and printed character inspection apparatus 5.

Step S7

[0050] When the measuring hopper 42 subject to de-
termination reaches the supplying step initial position I
as it rotatingly travels along the second circular path, a
command to suspend the supply of the material 53 to be
packaged is issued to the material supplying means of
the filling apparatus 7, and the supply of the next portion
of the material 53 to be packaged to the measuring hop-
per 42 is suspended.
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Step S8

[0051] When the grippers 2 associated with the meas-
uring hopper 42 subject to determination (the grippers 2
that have been rotatingly traveling in synchronism with
the measuring hopper subject to determination 42) reach
the position of the bag mouth sealing step (the position
where the sealing apparatus 8 is located), a command
to suspend bag mouth sealing is issued to the sealing
apparatus 8, so that the operation of bag mouth sealing
is prevented from being performed on the bag 9 (an emp-
ty bag that has not been filled with the material 53 to be
packaged) held by the grippers 2.

Step S9

[0052] When the grippers 2 associated with the meas-
uring hopper 42 subject to determination (the grippers 2
that have been rotatingly traveling in synchronism with
the measuring hopper subject to determination 42) reach
the position of the empty bag release step (the position
where the empty bag release apparatus is located), an
empty bag release command is issued to the empty bag
release apparatus, and the grasping portions 2a, 2a of
the grippers 2 are opened, and the bag 9 held thereby
(an empty bag that has not been filled with the material
53 to be packaged) is released.

Step S 10

[0053] When the measuring hopper subject 42 to de-
termination reaches the filling step initial position III once
again as it makes a single revolution along the second
circular path, a command to release the material to be
packaged is issued to the shutter actuation mechanism
47, and the shutter 44 of the measuring hopper 42 is
opened; as a result, the previously supplied material 53
to be packaged held in the measuring hopper 42 is re-
leased into the packaged material recovery member 54
through the elevating hopper 37. In this case, the grippers
2, which travel in synchronism with this measuring hop-
per 42, are not holding a bag 9.

Step S11

[0054] When the measuring hopper 42 subject to de-
termination reaches the supplying step initial position I
as it rotatingly travels along the second circular path, the
shutter 44 is closed. Even after the shutter 44 is closed,
the material 53 to be packaged inside the elevating hop-
per 37 continues to be released into the packaged ma-
terial recovery member 54.

Claims

1. A continuous conveying type bag filling and packag-
ing machine comprising:

multiple groups of grippers (2) that are provided
at regular intervals and travel at a constant
speed along a racetrack-shaped annular path,
and further, among others,
a bag supplying apparatus (3), a bag mouth
opening apparatus, a filling apparatus (7), and
a sealing apparatus (8), which are provided
along the annular path, wherein said filling ap-
paratus is comprised of a plurality of elevating
hoppers (37) that are provided, above an arcu-
ate portion on one side of the annular path, at
regular intervals along a first circular path con-
centric with the arcuate portion and that contin-
uously rotate in synchronism with the grippers
(2), and during travel of the grippers (2), pack-
aging operations including, among others, sup-
plying of a bag (9) to the grippers (2) using the
bag supplying apparatus (3) and gripping of two
edges of the bag with the grippers (2), opening
of a mouth of the bag using the bag mouth open-
ing apparatus, filling of the bag with material to
be packaged through the elevating hopper using
the filling apparatus (7), and sealing of the mouth
of the bag using the sealing apparatus (8) are
executed;
said continuous conveying type bag filling and
packaging machine: further comprising, as part
of said filling apparatus (7),
a measuring hopper (42) which is provided
above each one of the elevating hoppers (37),
rotates continuously along a second circular
path concentric with the first circular path in con-
junction with the elevating hopper (37) and in
synchronism with the grippers (2), and has a
shutter (44) in a lower portion thereof,
a weight detector (46) which is provided so as
to correspond to the measuring hopper (42), ro-
tates continuously in conjunction therewith, and
detects a weight of the material to be packaged
inside the measuring hopper (42), after the ma-
terial to be packaged is supplied thereto, and
a shutter actuation mechanism (47) which is pro-
vided so as to correspond to the measuring hop-
per (42), rotates continuously in conjunction
therewith, and opens and
closes the shutter (44) of the measuring hopper
(42), and further comprising a controller (55)
which makes determination, based on detection
signals from the weight detector (46), whether
the weight of the material to be packaged that
is supplied to the measuring hopper (42) is equal
to or less than an upper limit value of an allow-
able range or exceeds the upper limit value, and
controls operation of the shutter actuation mech-
anism (47) associated with the measuring hop-
per (42) subject to determination in accordance
with a result of the determination; and wherein
when determination is made that the weight of
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the material to be packaged that is supplied to
the measuring hopper (42), is equal to or less
than the upper limit value, the controller (55),
while the measuring hopper (42) subject to de-
termination is traveling through a synchronized
zone (A), in which the grippers and elevating
hoppers rotate in synchronism, of the second
circular path, actuates the shutter actuation
mechanism (47) associated with the measuring
hopper (42) subject to determination at prede-
termined timing so as to open the shutter (44),
and
when determination is made that the weight of
the material to be packaged that is supplied to
the measuring hopper (42) exceeds the upper
limit value, the controller (55), while the meas-
uring hopper (42) subject to determination is
traveling through the synchronized zone (A) of
the second circular path, does not actuate the
shutter actuation mechanism (47) associated
with the measuring hopper (42) subject to de-
termination so as to maintain the shutter (44)
closed, stops the supply of a bag (9) to the grip-
pers (2) that rotate in synchronism with the
measuring hopper (42) which is subject to de-
termination and rotatingly travels through the
synchronized zone (A) of the second circular
path the next time, stops the supply of the next
portion of the material to be packaged to the
measuring hopper (42) subject to determination,
and actuates, when the measuring hopper (42)
subject to determination reaches the synchro-
nized zone (A) of the second circular path the
next time, the shutter actuation mechanism (47)
associated with the measuring hopper (42) sub-
ject to determination at predetermined timing so
as to open the shutter (44).

2. The continuous conveying type bag filling and pack-
aging machine according to claim 1,
wherein said controller (55) makes determination-
based on detection signals from the weight detector
(46), whether the weight of the material to be pack-
aged that is supplied to a measuring hopper (42) is
within the allowable range, exceeds the upper limit
value of the allowable range, or is less than a lower
limit value of the allowable range, and controls,
based on a result of the determination, the operation
of the shutter actuation mechanism (47) associated
with the measuring hopper (42) subject to determi-
nation.

3. The continuous conveying type bag filling and pack-
aging machine according to claim 1 or 2, wherein a
packaged material recovery member, which re-
ceives material to be packaged that is released from
the elevating hoppers (37), is provided at a position
directly below the elevating hoppers in the synchro-

nized zone (A) of the first circular path.

Patentansprüche

1. Kontinuierlich fördernde Beutelfüll- und Verpa-
ckungsmaschine, die umfasst:

mehrere Gruppen von Greifern (2), die in gleich-
mäßigen Abständen angeordnet sind und sich
mit konstanter Geschwindigkeit längs einer
rennbahnförmigen Rundbahn bewegen, und
unter anderem weiterhin eine Beutel-Bereitstel-
lungsvorrichtung (3), eine Beutelmund-Öff-
nungsvorrichtung, eine Füllvorrichtung (7) und
eine Versiegelungsvorrichtung (8), die längs der
Rundbahn angeordnet sind, wobei die Füllvor-
richtung aus einer Vielzahl von Hubtrichtern (37)
gebildet wird, die über einem bogenförmigen
Bereich auf einer Seite der Rundbahn in gleich-
mäßigen Abeständen längs eines ersten Kreis-
pfads konzentrisch zu dem bogenförmigen Be-
reich angeordnet sind und kontinuierlich syn-
chron mit den Greifern (2) rotieren, und wobei
während der Bewegung der Greifer (2) Verpa-
ckungsoperationen ausgeführt werden, die un-
ter anderem ein Bereitstellen eines Beutels (9)
an die Greifer (2) mit der Beutel-Bereitstellungs-
vorrichtung (3) und ein Greifen von zwei Beutel-
kanten mit den Greifern (2), ein Öffnen eines
Beutelmunds mit der Beutelmund-Öffnungsvor-
richtung, ein Füllen des Beutels mit dem zu ver-
packenden Material durch den Hubtrichter mit
der Füllvorrichtung (7) und ein Versiegeln des
Beutelmunds mit der Versiegelungsvorrichtung
(8) umfassen;
wobei die kontinuierlich fördernde Beutelfüll-
und Verpackungsmaschine ferner als Teil der
Füllvorrichtung (7) umfasst:

einen Messtrichter (42), der über jedem der
Hubtrichter (37) angeordnet ist und längs
einem zweiten Kreispfad rotiert, konzent-
risch zu dem ersten Kreispfad in Verbin-
dung mit dem Hubtrichter (37) angeordnet
ist, kontinuierlich und synchron mit den
Greifern (2) rotiert und eine Klappe (44) in
seinem unteren Abschnitt aufweist,
einen Gewichtsgeber (46), der jeweils dem
Messtrichter (42) zugeordnet ist, mit diesem
gemeinsam kontinuierlich rotiert und ein
Gewicht des zu verpackenden Materials in
dem Messtrichter (42) erfasst, nachdem
das zu verpackende Material diesem zuge-
führt ist, und
einen Klappen-Betätigungsmechanismus
(47), der jeweils dem Messtricfrter (42) zu-
geordnet ist, mit diesem zusammen konti-
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nuierlich rotiert und die Klappe (44) des
Messtrichters (42) öffnet und schließt, und
ferner eine Steuereinheit (55) umfasst, die
auf der Grundlage von Signalen der Ge-
wichts-Messeinheit (46) ermittelt, ob das
Gewicht des zu verpackenden Materials,
das dem Messtrichter (42) zugeführt ist,
gleich einem oder geringer als ein oberer
Grenzwert eines zulässigen Bereichs ist
oder den oberen Grenzwert überschreitet,
und abhängig von einem Ermittlungsergeb-
nis die Operation des Klappen-Betäti-
gungsmechanismus (47) steuert, der dem
Messtrichter zugehörig ist, für den das Er-
mitteln durchgeführt wird; und wobei, wenn
ermittelt wird, dass das Gewicht des zu ver-
packenden Materials, das dem Messtrich-
ter (42) zugeführt ist, gleich oder geringer
als der obere Grenzwert ist, die Steuerein-
heit (55) zu vorgegebenen Zeitpunkten zum
Öffnen der Klappe den Klappen-Betäti-
gungsmechanismus (47) steuert, der dem
Messtrichter (42) zugehörig ist, für den das
Ermitteln durchgeführt wird, während sich
der Messtrichter (42), für den das Ermitteln
durchgeführt wird, durch einen synchroni-
sierten Bereich (A) des zweiten Kreispfads
bewegt, in dem die Greifer und die Hubtrich-
ter synchron rotieren, und
wenn vermittelt wird, dass das Gewicht des
zu verpackenden Materials, das dem Mes-
strichter (42) zugeführt wird, den oberen
Grenzwert überschreitet, die Steuereinheit
(55) den Klappen-Betätigungsmechanis-
mus (47), der dem Messtrichter (42) zuge-
hörig ist, für den das Ermitteln durchgeführt
wird, nicht betätigt, um die Klappe (44) ge-
schlossen zu halten, das Bereitstellen eines
Beutels (9) an die Greifer (2) unterbricht, die
synchron mit dem Messtrichter (42), für den
das Ermitteln durchgeführt wird, rotieren
und sich rotierend durch den synchronisier-
ten Bereich (A) des zweiten kreisförmigen
Pfads bewegen, das Zuführen der nächsten
Portion von zu verpackendem Material zu
dem Messtrichter (42), für den das Ermitteln
durchgeführt wird, anhält und wenn der
Messtrichter (42), für den das Ermitteln
durchgeführt wird, den synchronisierten
Bereich (A) des zweiten Kreispfads zum
nächsten Mal erreicht, zum Öffnen der
Klappe (44) den Klappen-Betätigungsme-
chanismus (47), der dem Messtrichter (42)
zugehörig ist, für den das Ermitteln durch-
geführt wird, zu vorgegebenen Zeitpunkten
betätigt, während sich der Messtrichter
(42), für den das Ermitteln durchgeführt
wird, durch den synchronisierten Bereich

(A) des zweiten kreisförmigen Pfads be-
wegt.

2. Kontinuierlich fördernde Beutelfüll- und Verpa-
ckungsmaschine nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Steu-
ereinheit (55) auf der Grundlage der Erkennungssi-
gnale aus der Gewichts-Messeinheit ermittelt, ob
sich das Gewicht des zu verpackenden Materials,
das an einen Messtrichter (42) bereitgestellt wird,
innerhalb des zulässigen Bereichs befindet, den
oberen Grenzwert des zulässigen Bereichs über-
schreitet oder geringer als ein unterer Grenzwert des
zulässigen Bereichs ist, und auf der Grundlage der
Ermittlung die Operation des Klappen-Betätigungs-
mechanismus (47) steuert, der dem Messtrichter
(42) zugehörig ist, für den das Ermitteln durchgeführt
wird.

3. Kontinuierlich fördernde Beutelfüll- und Verpa-
ckungsmaschine nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei ein
Bauteil zur Wiedergewinnung des zu verpackenden
Materials, das zu verpackenden Material aufnimmt,
das von den Hubtrichtern (37) freigegeben wird, an
einer Position direkt unterhalb der Hubtrichter in dem
synchronisierten Bereich (A) des ersten Kreispfads
angeordnet ist.

Revendications

1. Machine pour remplir et conditionner des sacs tout
en les transportant en continu, la machine
comprenant :

des groupes multiples de pinces (2), qui sont
fournis à intervalles réguliers et se déplacent à
une vitesse constante le long d’un parcours an-
nulaire en forme de piste, et en outre, parmi
d’autres, un dispositif d’approvisionnement en
sac (3), un dispositif d’ouverture de l’embouchu-
re de sac, un dispositif de remplissage (7), et un
dispositif de scellement (8), qui sont installés le
long du parcours annulaire, ledit dispositif de
remplissage consiste en une pluralité de trémies
élévatrices (37) qui sont installées au-dessus
d’une partie en courbe sur un côté du parcours
annulaire, à des intervalles réguliers le long d’un
premier parcours circulaire concentrique avec
la partie en courbe et qui tourne en continu de
manière synchronisée avec les pinces (2), et au
cours du déplacement des pinces (2), incluant
les opérations de conditionnement, entre
autres, sont exécutés l’approvisionnement d’un
sac (9) sur les pinces (2) en utilisant le dispositif
d’approvisionnement de sac (3) et le serrage
des deux bords du sac avec les pinces (2),
l’ouverture de l’embouchure du sac en utilisant
le dispositif d’ouverture de l’embouchure de sac,
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le remplissage du sac avec du matériau à con-
ditionner par la trémie élévatrice en utilisant le
dispositif de remplissage (7), et le scellement de
l’embouchure de sac en utilisant le dispositif de
scellement (8) ;
ladite machine pour remplir et conditionner des
sacs tout en les transportant en continu : com-
prenant en outre, en tant que partie dudit dispo-
sitif de remplissage (7),
une trémie de dosage (42) qui est fournie au-
dessus de chacune des trémies élévatrices (37),
tourne de manière continue le long d’un second
parcours circulaire concentrique, avec le pre-
mier parcours circulaire conjointement avec la
trémie élévatrice (37) et de manière synchroni-
sée avec les pinces (2), et a un obturateur (44)
dans une partie inférieure de celui-ci,
un détecteur de poids (46) qui est fourni de sorte
qu’il est en correspondance avec la trémie de
dosage (42), qui tourne de manière continue
conjointement avec celle-ci, et qui détecte le
poids du matériau à conditionner à l’intérieur de
la trémie de dosage (42), après que le matériau
à conditionner y soit apporté, et
un mécanisme d’actionnement de l’obturateur
(47) qui est fourni de sorte qu’il est en corres-
pondante avec la trémie de dosage (42), qui
tourne de manière continue conjointement avec
celle-ci, et ouvre et ferme l’obturateur (44) de la
trémie de dosage (42), et comprenant en outre
un système de contrôle (55) qui détermine, sur
la base de la détection des signaux émanant du
détecteur de poids (46), si le poids du matériau
à conditionner qui approvisionne la trémie de
dosage (42) est égal ou inférieur à la valeur de
la limite supérieure d’une plage autorisée ou dé-
passe la valeur de la limite supérieure, et qui
contrôle l’opération du mécanisme d’actionne-
ment de l’obturateur (47) associée à la trémie
de dosage (42) soumise à la détermination con-
formément au résultat de la détermination ; et
où, lorsque la détermination est faite, que le
poids du matériau à conditionner qui approvi-
sionne la trémie de dosage (42) est égal ou in-
férieur à la valeur de la limite supérieure, le sys-
tème de contrôle (55), pendant que la trémie de
dosage (42) soumise à la détermination se dé-
place à travers une zone synchronisée (A), dans
laquelle les pinces et les trémies élévatrices
tournent de manière synchronisée, du second
parcours circulaire, actionne le mécanisme
d’actionnement de l’obturateur (47) associé à la
trémie de dosage (42) soumise à la détermina-
tion à un moment prédéterminé afin d’ouvrir l’ob-
turateur (44), et
quand la détermination est faite que le poids du
matériau à conditionner qui approvisionné la tré-
mie de dosage (42) dépasse la valeur de la limite

supérieure, le système de contrôle (55), pen-
dant que la trémie de dosage (42) soumise à la
détermination se déplace à travers la zone syn-
chronisée (A) du second parcours circulaire,
n’actionne pas le mécanisme d’actionnement de
l’obturateur (47) associé à la trémie de dosage
(42) soumise à la détermination afin de mainte-
nir l’obturateur (44) fermé, arrête l’approvision-
nement des pinces (2) en sacs (9) qui tourne de
manière synchronisée avec la trémie de dosage
(42) qui est soumise à la détermination et qui se
déplace en tournant à travers la zone synchro-
nisée (A) du second parcours circulaire la fois
suivante, arrête l’approvisionnement par la
quantité suivante de matériau à conditionner de
la trémie de dosage (42) soumise à la détermi-
nation, et actionne, lorsque la trémie de dosage
(42) soumise à la détermination atteint la zone
synchronisée (A) du second parcours circulaire
la fois suivante, le mécanisme d’actionnement
de l’obturateur (47) associé à la trémie de do-
sage (42) soumise à la détermination au mo-
ment prédéterminé afin d’ouvrir l’obturateur
(44).

2. Machine pour remplir et conditionner des sacs tout
en les transportant en continu selon la revendication
1,
dans laquelle ledit système de contrôle (55) déter-
mine, sur la base des signaux de détection émanant
du détecteur de poids (46), si le poids du matériau
à conditionner qui approvisionne la trémie de dosage
(42) est dans la plage autorisée, s’il dépasse la va-
leur de la limite supérieure de la plage autorisée, ou
s’il est inférieur à la valeur de la limite inférieure de
la plage autorisée, et contrôle, sur la base du résultat
de la détermination, l’opération du mécanisme d’ac-
tionnement de l’obturateur (47) associé à la trémie
de dosage (42) soumise à la détermination.

3. Machine pour remplir et conditionner des sacs tout
en les transportant en continu selon les revendica-
tions 1 ou 2, dans laquelle un élément de récupéra-
tion du matériau conditionné, qui reçoit du matériau
à conditionner qui est libéré des trémies élévatrices
(37), est fourni à un emplacement directement en
dessous des trémies élévatrices dans la zone syn-
chronisée (A) du premier parcours circulaire.
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